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Side

The Oslo package 3 and the Urban growth agreement

The Oslo package 3 and the Urban growth agreement are multi-level

cooperations to develop transport infrastructure in the Oslo region

 In addition the Urban growth agreement targets 

land-use policy and is set to obtain the Zero-growth goal

Both are in part toll-road financed
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In Norway tension rised when the core cities and surrounding

municipalities were set to obtain zero growth together
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Side

Backstage structures becoming frontstage in Oslo

 ‘[I]n terms of toll roads, there are no politicians who wish to front it here’

Informant involved with the Oslo package 3 

Interview conducted september 2018

Then came the toll-road protests of 2019 

 In many ways the protests led to a process of democratization

 Politicians were made to engage with the public and take a stand  
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Side 5

In the municipal election one year later support for the toll road was a high profiled issue for the ruling coalition

Article published on Motor.no 13th August 2019Article published on Aftenposten.no 9th September 2019
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Are the regional areas sufficiently developed?

There are clear ability differences between the municipalities involved which 

affect their approach to green-shift policies

 To what extent are these differences handled sufficiently within the established 

structures?

 Is there a need for better ‘non-negotiation’ regional arenas?

 ‘We could profit from establishing an arena where the parties could meet with

lower shoulders’

Politician representing one of the municipalities surrounding Oslo
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Gothenburg: The West Swedish agrement
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A structure through which road and public transport 

infrastructure are built

 With the agreement Gotenburg got it’s first toll-road ring in 2013

 The toll was introduced as a congestion charging tax

 Through the agreement toll-road income is massively used 

for a large-scale rail-road project called the West link 
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The West link controversies
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Communicating the West Swedish agrement 

 ’[B]oth for the West link and the congestion charging one has not managed to 

convice the people of Gothenburg about it being the right ting to do.’

 ’when we arranged a meeting at the Bussiness school, for those living around

[the coming station at] Haga, 5 or 6 people came’

Municipal informant, Gothenburg
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Oslo: Transforming transport patterns and urban living within the city

Car free urban life

 Involving among others removal of street parking, restructuring of driving patterns, 

establishing of pedestrian streets, temporary installments and social arrangements 

 Intensified work to establish a cycling infrastructure network

 Improvement of exixting lanes and provision of new linkages in part by removing street

parking for cars

Fossile free Oslo city centre

 Initially intended to introduce low-emission zones 
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Emphasis on wide cooperational processes

New arenes for collaboration between the citizens, private business, civil 

society organisations and the municipality has been established in the Oslo 

transformation processes

 ‘I see the transforming of street space in Oslo as a democratisation process’

Municipal informant, Oslo        
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but with rapid transformations there are also challenges

 ‘[M]y understanding is that the dialog with the business sector has been good
[in relation to the Oslo city-centre transformations]. But again, there are some
practical things and we have probably proceeded a bit fast at times, resulting
in some considerations being missed’

 ‘[W] here we have not managed [to obtain knowledge about the urban districts
and build realtions with its politicians] things go very wrong to say it mildly. 
Where we have managed to build relations everything goes way better’

Municipal informant, Oslo        
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Gothenburg: Transforming transport patterns and urban living within the city

The municipality has high green-shift ambitions

Among the target areas is to develop Gothenburg into an accessible regional 

centre, easily accessible with all modes of transport and under all conditions
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Gothenburg encountering a phase of massive rebuilding
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Rebuilding handled as a window of opportunity

 ’The [urban rebuilding] is both a challenge and an opportunity. It is going to be 

difficult for all to travel through the city in the coming years. So the challenge is 

to make it less difficult to travel by bicycle and public transport than to drive 

car. So that is also an opportunity to make people change now’

Municipal informant, Gothenburg
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Emphasis on reaching out to developers and enterprises

The municipality initiate cooperation with developers to facilitate use of public

transport, walking and cycling and to reduce parking

The municipality map and work directly towards enterprises likely to be 

strongly affected by the rebuilding
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Summing up

Both regional land-use and transport system development and ‘on-ground’ 
transformation within the city benefit from establishing co-creational arenas

A moral dimesion – the need for involving the wide range of actors affected by a given 
policy

An effectivity dimension - to facilitate implementation and create good packages of
measures

 To create an understanding of why transition policies are carried out

 To better taylor transition policies to local contexts

Co-creational leadership can facilitate fast and ambituius urban 
transitions
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Thank you!

ato@toi.no
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